Service, Savings...
and Some Other Nice Things

Five Star Service
Back in July, NYSIR’s membership count
reached a record high – 355 school
districts and BOCES statewide – so
we thought now would be a good
time to check in with some
Harassment-free
of our newest members to see
Education
how things are going.
Workplaces

4
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than two decades since the Chautauqua
County district had looked into
insurance options other than its old
standby. When you think about it, pretty
much no one would go 20 years without
updating or replacing things like cell
phones or home appliances or cars. So
why did it take so long to look at other
options for insurance?

Swimmingly, it turns out.

NYSIR’s
New President

Scott Payne, Superintendent of Schools for new
subscriber Pine Valley Central
School District (CSD), reports
that, before switching to
NYSIR, it had been more

The answer, according to Payne, was
roadblocks. His district’s previous
insurance provider kept throwing
them up when it came to coverage
for what usually are deemed
normal school activities.
Continued on page 2.
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“You can’t do this…you can’t do that,”
Payne lamented, adopting the voice
of Pine Valley’s old insurer.
“The district was shutting
our community out based on
advisement of risk. It made for
many untenable conversations
with community members.”

MAKING THE CHANGE
Switching to a new provider can
seem overwhelming, but when
asked about becoming a NYSIR member,
Payne advised that the process was
smooth, with no real issues. He added
that NYSIR personnel are continuing to
reach out to make sure that everything
is working as it should.

SCOTT PAYNE

“The district
was shutting
our community
out based on
advisement of
risk. It made for
many untenable
conversations
with community
members.”

“The personalized can-do
attitude, approachability
and hands-on treatment”
resonated strongly with
his board, said Payne, and
was a key reason for the
decision to switch. NYSIR
was not only able to save
the district more than 20
percent, but was also able
to “problem-solve issues
and make things work.”
So far, he says, NYSIR’s
help with making safety decisions
has been the most impactful
component. “We’re pleased to be a
NYSIR district!”
Over in Oneida County, Clinton
CSD Assistant Superintendent for
Business Joseph Barretta told a
similar tale. Like Pine Valley,
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it had been quite some time
since his district had looked into
another insurance provider. When
administrators sent out an RFP
(request for proposal) for insurance,
NYSIR quickly answered.
Asked about the RFP process and
choosing NYSIR, Barretta said “the
district contracted with Bryant
Asset Protection Inc. to analyze the
proposals and provide administration
with a recommendation based on a
weighted scoring system. The factors
included cost, coverage, stability
of underlying insurers, and agent
experience and expertise.”
Switching to NYSIR not only provided
better coverage,
he said, but also
an 18 percent
savings. Barretta
also noted various
risk management
resources and
bulletins that
NYSIR provides,
calling them great
resources that
have helped the
district improve
its procedures.
Clinton CSD also has
signed an agreement
with CBIZ, which
partners with
NYSIR to provide
no-cost property
inventories and
valuations, and is
in the process of

Switching to
NYSIR not only
provided better
coverage but also
an 18 percent
savings. Barretta
also noted various
risk management
resources and
bulletins that
NYSIR provides,
calling them great
resources that
have helped the
district improve
its procedures.
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setting up an
appointment to
complete a full
assessment.
“It’s been an
easy and smooth
transition,”
according to
Barretta, and “representatives from NYSIR
have been great to work with.”

MEANWHILE,
IN CHENANGO
COUNTY…
Janice Rideout, Business
Manager at Bainbridge-Guilford
CSD, said her district learned
of NYSIR’s services and
coverage when administrators
attended last year’s Association
JANICE RIDEOUT
of School Business Officials of
New York conference. After a lunch
meeting with NYSIR and subsequent
discussions, they decided the reciprocal
was the best match
for their district’s needs.

“It’s been an
easy and smooth
transition,”
according to
Barretta, and
“representatives
from NYSIR have
been great to
work with.”

For Rideout, customer
service was the biggest
factor in the decision
to switch. As for the
changeover itself, “the
process was seamless,
streamlined and very easy.
The company’s willingness
to meet and answer
questions was refreshing.
The representative from NYSIR came
on campus for a meeting to take
us through the enrollment process.”

Even better, with its more than 20
percent savings in insurance premiums,
“the district has been able to contract
for much-needed onsite mental health
services for our students and families.”

With the help
of NYSIR Online
University,
Rideout’s district
has been able to
reduce staff seattime for mandated
trainings, allowing
conference days
to be utilized for
other professional
development
opportunities.

Asked about additional
benefits provided by
NYSIR, Rideout pointed
out that the reciprocal’s
risk management
services have been
utilized often and
successfully by the
district. She added
that administrators are
extremely impressed
with NYSIR’s online
services. With the
help of NYSIR Online
University, her district
has been able to reduce
staff seat-time for
mandated trainings,
allowing conference days to be utilized for
other professional development opportunities.
“The level of service to this point has
been outstanding,” advised Rideout. “This
has been a breath of fresh air compared
to our past experiences.”
Glad we asked.
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An Education Workplace Free from
Sexual Harassment
If New York public school districts and
BOCES didn’t have policies against sexual
harassment in place before, they do now.
Or at least they should.

On Oct. 1, the state’s Division of Human
Rights (DHR) issued its final anti-sexual
harassment policy model and training
guidelines for all New York
employers, including BOCES
and school districts. Every
employer in the state is
expected to either adopt the
official DHR model or fashion
its own in a way that meets
the stringent provisions of
New York’s existing antiharassment law, which went
into effect in July.

Every employer
in the state is
expected to either
adopt the official
DHR model or
fashion its own in
a way that meets
the stringent
provisions of New
York’s existing
anti-harassment
law, which went
into effect in July.
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Included with the DHR
model are guidelines
for employee training,
which must be conducted
every year, and a model
complaint form.

WHAT IT MEANS
FOR SCHOOLS
According to Brett Carruthers, NYSIR’s
Director of Risk Management, “Most
school district and
BOCES boards
have processes for
adopting policies
and disseminating
information about the
changes to affected
employees.” In addition,
he notes that NYSIR
has emailed subscribers
a comprehensive
model policy against
harassment and
discrimination that
incorporates requirements of the new
law to help districts and BOCES remain
in compliance.
State-mandated employer policy
requirements should include, among
other things:
n a clearly stated prohibition against
sexual harassment and examples of
prohibited conduct;
n information about federal and state
statutes concerning sexual harassment,
remedies available and a statement that
there may be applicable local laws;
n a standard complaint form and
procedures to ensure timely and
confidential investigation of complaints
and due process for all parties;
n employees’ rights of redress and all
available forums for adjudicating sexual
harassment complaints administratively
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and judicially;
a statement
that sexual
harassment
is considered
employee
misconduct
and that
sanctions will be
enforced against
individuals who
commit it, as
well as against
supervisory personnel who knowingly
allow it to continue;
and a clear statement that retaliation
against complainants is unlawful.

More information can be found
at dhr.ny.gov.

GOING THE EXTRA MILE
Reinforcing the importance of the topic,
NYSIR President Stephen Lunden,
Assistant Superintendent
for Administrative Services at
Cheektowaga-Maryvale Union Free
School District in western New
York, has chosen for his President’s
Initiative the development of a
special NYSIR program to help
member districts manage the
requirements of the state’s antisexual harassment legislation.

NYSIR President
Stephen Lunden
has chosen for
his President’s
Initiative a special
NYSIR program
to help member
districts manage
the requirements
of the state’s antisexual harassment
legislation.

The program will be rolled
out in five segments over the
course of the 2018-19 school
year, Carruthers advises. Phase
1, already partially completed,
includes the reciprocal’s model
anti-sexual harassment policy for districts

CONTINUED

and BOCES; the
development
of a template
for in-person
training; and
a NYSIR FAQ
sheet elucidating
existing
state law.
Phase 2
involves the
creation of
a webinar overview of the legislation,
policy and training models, and Phase
3 will focus on updating NYSIR’s
Employment Practices Liability Manual
for reciprocal members and creating an
e-version for nysir.org.
A series of seven half-day Train-theTrainer seminars – Phase 4 – is expected
to include a legislative review, model
policy and training presentations, and
sessions aimed at helping participants
understand the harassment complaint
process and conduct effective
investigations. Phase 5 will combine
elements of the program into a separate
training course accessible on NYSIR’s
Online University.
“There’s no place for sexual harassment
and discrimination at any level,”
reminds NYSIR Executive Director Bob
Lulley, “least of all in our education
system, whose charge it is to help
teach the basic tenets of civil discourse
and respect for every person. An
harassment-free workplace is a basic
right for teachers, staff and district
administrators, and is an imperative
emphatically endorsed by NYSIR.”
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What’s in a name?
Plenty, if you’re a cyber thief
Remember when thieves didn’t
much care who you were?
They just wanted whatever you had in your
wallet or your jewelry box… or your garage.
Well, that was the 20th century. Now
they value your name and all the

marketable numbers associated with it
just as much as your physical property.
Maybe even more. That’s why NYSIR
continues to build on its cyber security
coverage for member school
districts and BOCES.

GETTING PERSONAL
Recognizing that data –
personally identifying
information (PII) such as
names, birth dates, Social
Security numbers and
financial account numbers –
is the kind of electronic loot
increasingly in demand
by online criminals, NYSIR
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has improved its already extensive Data
Compromise insurance to make it easier
for coverage to be triggered.
According to Fred Black, Director
of NYSIR Underwriting, the state
Department of Financial Services
approved a request by the reciprocal

earlier this year to lift a previous
coverage requirement that called for
member districts to maintain a direct
relationship with third-party businesses
or organizations responsible
for protecting their PII.
Essentially, the change means
a district’s data can now be
in the custody or control of
a third party – a provider of
cloud services, for example −
without losing coverage if a
security breach occurs.

Cyber thieves
value your
name and all
the marketable
numbers
associated with
it just as much
as your physical
property. Maybe
even more.

The update addresses a chainof-custody issue that could
have resulted from an all-toocommon reality, which is that
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NYSIR’s
complementary
no-additionalpremium
CyberOne
insurance also
is intended to
help pay the
costs of restoring
third-party cloud computing
company to handle some or
a district’s
all of the district’s processing
operational data
needs, coverage might come
and computer
into question.
systems.
Now that the direct relationship
districts often rely on regional
BOCES to handle their data
processing needs. Under that
particular scenario, a BOCES
would be considered a second
party and the primary party –
the insured NYSIR district –
would remain eligible for full
data compromise coverage.
But if a BOCES in that
situation decided to use a

requirement has been dropped, NYSIR’s
Data Compromise insurance covers the
loss or theft of district PII being handled by
any third party.
Black reminds, however, that the expanded
coverage “doesn’t remove the need for
obtaining evidence of proper insurance
and risk transfer from a subscriber’s
vendors and other business partners.”
Details about the amended coverage were
sent to NYSIR subscribers in July.

NAME THAT POLICY
Coverage for data that’s compromised is just
one part of the equation, though. NYSIR’s
complementary no-additional-premium
CyberOne™ insurance also is intended to
help pay the costs of restoring a district’s
operational data and computer systems.
When a school or BOCES experiences a
serious data breach, virus or other attack,
critical information required to keep it

functioning can sometimes
disappear. CyberOne insurance,
administered by NYSIR
partners Hartford Steam Boiler
and Munich Reinsurance,
pays for the restoration
of lost data by tapping into
electronic backup sources
and re-creating other data
from non-electronic sources.

It also pays for system
restoration and the cost of
business interruption and
public relations services. In
addition, a special network
security liability component of
CyberOne coverage pays for
legal defense, settlements and judgments
handed down in the event of any associated
lawsuits. Both CyberOne components have an
annual aggregate limit of $250,000 per district.
NYSIR’s cyber security insurance also is
designed to cover member districts and
BOCES for expenses they could incur
if their IT systems are held for ransom
by cyber criminals threatening to deny
service, steal data or damage software.

MORE THAN SMART
“The latest change recognizes the reality
of ongoing relationships between school
districts, BOCES and outside vendors,”
says NYSIR Executive Director Bob Lulley.
“In the end, reciprocal members are all
in this together, so amending coverage to
include third parties that handle district
data wasn’t just the smart thing to do −
it was the right thing.”
All in the name of safeguarding schools.
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Lunden is New NYSIR President
Dr. Stephen Lunden,

Most importantly,
Lunden says he
sees his new role as
an opportunity to
serve NYSIR’s school
partners. “I’ve enjoyed
working with this
dedicated group of
professional who are

Assistant Superintendent
for Administrative
Services at Maryvale
Union Free School
District in western
New York, was
recently elected
president of NYSIR’s
Board of Governors.
After first joining the
board in 2009, Lunden
chaired the Finance
Committee. He later
served on the reciprocal’s
Executive Committee and has
spent the last several years
working on the Planning and
Development Committee.
In all his positions, Lunden
has brought to bear more
than 25 years’ experience in
school finance to help
NYSIR fulfill its mission of
providing quality insurance
coverage to subscribers at
an affordable price.
As president, his responsibilities include general
oversight of the Executive
Committee and chairing all
board meetings.

truly focused on just
making NYSIR better.”

ON THE RESUMÉ

“NYSIR’s
strong financial
position will
allow it to
continue doing
what we do
well, to focus
on what we
can do better,
and to provide
schools with a
quality product
at an affordable
price.”

Lunden graduated
with a bachelor’s degree in
accounting from Roberts
Wesleyan College, received his
New York State certification as
a school district administrator
from SUNY Brockport, and
later earned a doctorate in
educational leadership from
the University of Rochester.
He’s been married to his
wife Kim for 23 years
and has two daughters. The
whole family loves to travel,
he says, and has visited
all 50 states together. When
he’s not on the road he’s in
the water, enjoying boating
and water skiing.
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